**Postdoctoral position**

**embedded intelligence for the dynamic maintenance of a fleet of entities within the context of cyber-physical systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Université de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambrésis (UVHC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research lab:</td>
<td>SurferLab <em>(Distributed intelligence for transportation systems laboratory @ Valenciennes)</em> and LAMIH UMR CNRS 8201.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting date:</td>
<td>As soon as possible (18 months)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact: Damien Trentesaux, Damien.Trentesaux@univ-valenciennes.fr

1. **Context**

SurferLab is a joint research lab. Its main partners are Bombardier Transport, Prosyst (SME) and UVHC. It is built around a basic principle: to embed processing capabilities based on artificial intelligence in complex mobile systems (train, car, plane, truck, AGV, ...) to implement and optimize various functions being control, monitoring or diagnosis (health monitoring). We are therefore trying to make these systems more intelligent, more autonomous and capable of adapting to the unexpected. We consider that these systems are immersed in a fleet in interaction with a control or maintenance center. The approach adopted is thus of cyber-physical type (CPS) and concerns a priori all modes of ground transport.

SurferLab is hosted by LAMIH UMR CNRS 8201 ([http://www.univ-valenciennes.fr/LAMIH/](http://www.univ-valenciennes.fr/LAMIH/)).

The players in the joint laboratory consider that, since the complex systems studied are naturally mobile in their environment, the dimension "embedded systems" is of high importance. Indeed, the usual design choices that lead to put "on ground" the maximum functions to the detriment of "embedded" on-board functions reach rapidly their limits because the "grounded" functions are disconnected from the informational context and events that concern them.

2. **Scientific objectives**

The postdoc will have to generalize scientifically speaking the concepts developed in the SurferLab that were initially applied to and dependent of the railway transportation sector. This generalization concerns other transportation modes (cars, planes...).

The postdoc will be also in charge of the mounting of national and international projects with the core partners of Surferlab and other industrial and academic partners to be identified. He will work in close contact with the industrial partners and will share half of his time hosted by the industrial partners, in locations very close to the university (15 km max).

The postdoc will have to make several publications in journals and conferences.
Some key references related to the SurferLab approach:


3. Funding

The funding is 28.8k€ (gross) per year and is available for 18 months, potentially extended to 24 months. The recruitment is to be made as soon as possible.

4. Requested skills

The postdoc to be recruited must have led applied research, potentially with industrialists from the transportation sector (railway and others).

Basic technical skills in programming are compulsory (C, C#, Java). Basic knowledge in maintenance, safety, embedded systems or information systems are appreciated.

Good communication abilities, as well as good organization abilities are required since the postdoc will have to work within a team of industrialists and academics. Skills in French are appreciated.

5. Application

Please send to Damien.Trentesaux@univ-valenciennes.fr the following elements. Skype meeting if possible will be organized to discuss with the best applicant.

- One page CV,
- A cover letter explaining the application,
- A copy of the PhD and administrative elements proving the defense,
- A support letter written by the thesis supervisor and if possible, by researchers that worked with the applicant.